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Written to help married and soon-to-be-married couples of all ages learn and understand the laws

that govern Jewish marital life, this guide also places a particular emphasis on achieving an

understanding of the interplay between Jewish law and womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s health issues throughout

the life cycle.
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...there has long been a need for an intelligently-written guide and introduction to hilchot niddah, a

book which would fill the void between the overly-concise practical manuals and the extensive,

scholarly expositions of the subject. Furthermore, reference to modern medical knowledge and

techniques bearing on menstruation, contraception, etc., is essential. Dr. Deena Zimmerman is

uniquely qualified to write such a book. She is Jewishly learned, having twice completed the daf

yomi cycle of the Talmud, part of which she taught in a daily sheur. She is a certified consultant in

the field of taharat hamishpachah, one of the first graduates of the Keren Ariel Yoatzot Halacha

program of Nishmat in Jerusalem. It was my pleasure to have been among the panel of rabbis who

tested her upon completion of the program. In her work as a yoetzet halacha, she has had

invaluable practical experience in addressing other women's questions and understanding their

concerns. She is also a practicing physician (in pediatrics), and formerly an assistant professor in a

medical school. She is, of course, a wife and a mother. The combination of knowledge and

scholarship, experience, empathy and understanding she brings to this topic should help ensure A

Lifetime Companion to the Laws of Jewish Family Life a place on the bookshelf of every modern



woman committed to Halacha. --from the Foreword by Rabbi Yehuda HenkinThis is a remarkable

volume by a remarkable woman. The author, a highly regarded pediatrician and a scholar of Talmud

-- one of the very first of a new type that is felicitously emerging in our generation -- here offers a

comprehensive volume on Jewish ''family purity,'' the conventional euphemism for the laws

governing menstruation. It covers the gamut of one of the principal precepts of Judaism, both theory

and practice. Ultimately, therefore, it is a book about enhancing the quality of Jewish family life. This

volume is an authoritative treatment of the subject, by one of the first graduates of Nishmat, and

should prove invaluable to all who cherish the wholeness of the bond between husband and wife

and the holiness of Torah Judaism. --Rabbi Norman Lamm, Chancellor of Yeshiva University and

Rosh Hayeshiva of RIETSDr. Deena Zimmerman brings to this volume an extraordinary range of

talents, as an MD, a scholar of Talmud, and a certified yoetzet halacha, one of the first graduates of

Nishmat's historic Keren Ariel Program. She is also the creator and coordinator of Nishmat's

Women's Online Information Center on taharat hamishpachah and related medical questions. This

brilliant book encompasses the worlds of both Jewish Law and medicine. A halachic guide to the

laws of taharat hamishpachah written by a woman, in close consultation with rabbinic authorities --

what could be more natural and practical than such a book? This outstanding volume deserves to

be on every Jewish couple's bookshelf. --Chana Henkin, Dean, Nishmat, The Jerusalem Center for

Advanced Torah Study for Women

Deena R. Zimmerman, MD, MPh, IBCLC is a pediatrician for Maccabi Health Services and

TEREM-Immediate Medical Care in Israel, as well as a medical advisor to the Jerusalem

Breastfeeding Center. She has written a number of articles relating to womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s health

issues and Jewish law and has lectured extensively on medicine, womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s health and

Jewish law, and Jewish medical ethics. Rabbi Yehuda Henkin is a modern Jewish orthodox legal

scholar and the author of, among other works, Equality Lost: Essays in Torah Commentary,

Halacha, and Jewish Thought; Is Shaking Hands a Torah Violation?; and Responsa on

Contemporary WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Issues.

This book was written and organized very well. I was able to read through almost all of it in a 2 hour

setting. The author talks to you like a normal person and details all of the relevant rules.

I wish this book had been around when I first got married. It clearly differentiates between what's

required and what's custom, with sources.



Thank you!

I ordered this book a few months ago and I still have not received it. I called the publisher and they

said it in stock. Can someone at  figure out what the problem is. This book is a great book for

woman who need to learn the laws of Jewish Family Purity! I highly recommend it!
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